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Pharmaceutical formulation development might be quite challenging, especially for solid dosage forms, having in mind that
most of active substances are difficult to process or dissolve, and there are many process steps and functional components that
need to be included to solve all the issues that appear along the way.

At the beginning of development, it is important to recognize what are the most important factors for responses of interest, out
of many potential factors. For that purpose, screening experimental designs are often used as a starting tool. Definitive
screening designs are often described as most appropriate for experimentation with four or more factors. On the other hand,
when there are also available results of experiments that are not part of a specific design, it is important to have tools such as
more advanced predictive modelling techniques, that could help in getting valuable insights from these types of data (1, 2, 3).

The aim of this work was to apply different analytical techniques in evaluating effects of input factors on characteristics of
tablets and active substance release profile. Main challenge was to find balance between factors that contribute to tablet
mechanical resistance, and factors that enable quick active substance dissolution important for product in-vivo performance.

Introduction Materials and methods
Active substance belongs to BCS class I/III. Tablets were produced by wet granulation.
Data analysis was performed by using software JMP® Pro version 17 (JMP Statistical Discovery LLC, USA).
Definitive screening design with 6 factors on three levels: amount of binder, disintegrant, lubricant and
glidant, compression force and tableting speed and 13 runs was used as screening DoE. Following
responses were monitored: disintegration, hardness, friability, 15 min dissolution, 30 min dissolution.
Data were analyzed by using Fit definitive screening and Model screening platform. 14th run was
produced to evaluate predictive ability of obtained models. For further exploration of impact of factors
on hardness, extended set including 13 more experimental runs was used. The Model Screening
platform was used to run multiple predictive modeling platforms from one launch window and
assemble summaries from the different methods. The best performing model was launched as an
individual platform for further refinement and analysis. Dissolution profile was tested by using 900 ml of
Phosphate buffer at 37 °C, and paddle apparatus at speed of 50 rpm at time points 15 and 30 minutes.
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By using combination of different analytical tools, valuable insights were obtained regarding effect of formulation and
process factors on tablet characteristics.

Optimal settings were defined to maximize dissolution. More experimental runs might be needed to explore potential
effect of lubricant level on dissolution and tablet hardness.
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Figure 5. Bivariate normal density elipse obtained on larger dataset

confirms tendency for increase of hardness when increasing binder level,

effect not visible in DSD model
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Figure 6. Scatterplot matrix revealed nature 

of relationships between tablet IPC tests and 
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Figure 7. Prediction profiler enables simultaneous optimization for all 

responses by maximization of desirability
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Figure 8. Fit Least squares optimal settings for dissolution 15, indicates

that by increasing lubricant level above 1.6% decrease in dissolution is

possible; Neural boosted predicts similar as DSD
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Figure 10. Even with smaller dataset, best model (reduced) for hardness Fit 
least squares, binder is significant factor (not visible in DSD fit), there is 
indication here too, that lubricant might have slightly negative effect

Hardness

Figure 9. Best model for hardness Fit least squares is reduced, binder is 
significant  factor (not visible in DSD fit), without negative impact on 
dissolution, could contribute to hardness and minimize risk for capping 
and friability, effect of compression force is slightly quadratic
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